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*Game Introduction *

--「The more we learn, the more ignorant we get.」
T 5d3b920ae0

Title: Fox Hime Zero
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
AsicxArt
Publisher:
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Release Date: 23 May, 2018
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I-I'm not crying, y-you're crying T-T. the feels.. What the bologna is this?! I don't know why but, the start button doesn't appear
after instaling.. Just wow. If your looking for a sweet romance visual novel, look no further cause this is the one. Beautiful
music, CGs, and heart felting story. Take your time reading it and it comes to life as a real anime altogether as the VA in this
novel makes it even more amazing well worth 2 dollars for your happiness, guarantee satisfaction. Overall rating 11.1/10 prob
the best sakuragames novel. Probably one of the best VN i have ever read made me cry a couple of times but omg i loved it!.
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lovely game with great graphics, typical plot&relatively short story but fully audio which make it adorable. price is reasonable,
would recommende to anyone.. Great game! 10/10 Superb storyline and great art! Really enjoyed the character developments
also.. I bought this game as a joke because my friends thought it was super cringe. I ended up completeting it unironically
because the story was actually surprisingly interesting and also fox girls are pretty good I guess. Overall I'd give it a 6.5/10 but it
actually isn't bad for the price.

WalkThrough FOR EVIL MAZE! : :No Slithereen May Fail
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Thanks for you :No Slithereen May Fail Your
chinese walkthrough is very powerful!!! good work! I am your fans now! love u!. HORROR FOREST DLC ADD 5 DREAM
LEVELS : FIXED SOME BUGS IN HORROR FOREST DLC AND ADD 5 NEW LEVELS IN ALMA'S DREAM ENJOY IT
!. NEW English Translation Version Released : A big thank you to my friend Josh Johnston! He edited the english dialogue to
make it more readable. Also, the SILVER KEYS achievement bug has been fixed .. Thanks for my friends and more
anonymous friends! : Thank you to everyone who has helped me durring the course of making this game! I am the only
developer, but many people have helped me in small ways! Thank you to all the players for their support and feedback as well! I
am very moved! But I can do too little now. I will repay you with a better game.. Q&A SEASON 2 2 : New update is live that
addresses numerous bugs and issues that players were having! Please update to the latest version. Any other unofficial steam
verson patch will crash the game pls use steam to update the game I am a Independent developer I'm a poor programmer who
doesn't have enough money to pay for the advertising. Have no experience to do publicity. # I promise not to make any ads for
the game by myself ! In Steam .some of my friends want me to give them some key I'll send some of the games key to my
friends .. 10/17/2018 Update Log : 1. Supports replaying voice. Now we can enjoy the voices of Mori and Ruri again and again
:) 2. Supports rewriting save files; 3. Supports starting a new game directly; 4. Supports jumping to the inputed page directly in
the review mode.. new version released! : Some small fixes: -Enhanced magic -Reduced the probability of blindness state -New
design for the hit sounds -improved the difficulty balance of the game -------------------------------------------------------------.
Glider Island Evil Maze Evil Maze 2 has Launched : I wish you have a good time in my game. Don't know how to say that.!
Excitement! Thank you for your love and support. Try to achieve GOOD END ! Ah.. New version updated : Some general
fixes: -fixed some English words in the game, major English patch incoming soon! -added more silver keys into the game -edit
to the blink magic : the red number will now tell you how many times you can use it
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ANNOUNCEMENT: The new uncensored gallery is on its
way! It will be available as DLC. Will be released hopefully by mid-August.. EvilMaze Private Exclusive Gallery DLC HAS
LAUNCHED : The Gallery DLC for Evil Maze is now live! It features 9 CGs that can be collected in the game.
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